Shiatsu for People, Horses & Dogs
With Jacqueline Molony (nee Cook)
Shiatsu Master and Teacher
From Roseheart Kingdom, ‘Therapy Centre for People & Animals’. Tel: 01547 530871

“Learning could not have been made easier”

Course Comments
Shi-animal-atsu for Dogs
‘Thank you so much for a really fantastic course!! Quite blew me!!’
Madeline.
‘It’s been fantastic, I find you so inspiring Jacqueline – it makes me want to learn so much more –
thank you!’.
Helen, Shropshire.
‘After coming from seeing you on the ‘Heaven & Earth Show’. Whether or not I continue and
develop dog shiatsu, this has been a brilliant experience. Sam (my dog) will continue to benefit!’.
Rod, Kent.
‘Well informed, Nice room & great catering. Super / relaxing environment’.
Caroline, Sussex.
‘Very good at tailoring to individual needs’.
Laila, Brighton.
‘It has been a wonderful enlightening experience; I am taking a lot of knowledge home with me. I
do not feel that you could have put it across any better.
Sara, Surrey’.
‘This course was wonderful & profound. Teaching me not only shiatsu on dogs but the psychology
learned between dog & owner was very revealing and helpful for working on both. Loved it! Loved
the people! Thank you’.
Angela, Germany.
‘Once again I had a really wonderful time. I am amazed how different dogs are to work on
compared to horses’.
Suzy, Surrey.

i-atsu for People
‘It was great for me. Also very stimulating to go further with my study in human shiatsu’.
Ellen Heanstic (human shiatsu Practitioner), Shropshire.
‘I have had my eyes opened to a way of communication & ‘being’ I had only ever hoped existed.
Thank you for showing me the way’.
Caroline, Shropshire.

‘Excellent. Just the right amount of information to take in at this level’.
Michelle, Retford.
‘A very well structured, but flexible course, explanations were clear and all questions answered
fully’.
Janice, Birmingham.
‘Fun, enjoyable, want to come again’.
Brian, Cambridge.
‘Very enjoyable, calm and very practical way of learning’.
Vanessa, London.
‘Gosh I had no idea I could learn so much in just three days, I am amazed at what we have all
achieved. What a great teacher who knows how to deliver and work with complete beginners.’
Lesley, U.S.A

Shi-animal-atsu for Horses
‘Enjoyed the course and learnt so much from horses, instructor and other people’.
Kerry, Dorset.
‘Had a wonderful time, learned lots, was great to receive the shiatsu and get an idea what the
horses feel. Loved the content, can’t wait to try it’.
Debbie, Southampton.
Great with B&B on site; So much still to learn – amazing! Very enjoyable – mind blowing.
Janet, Africa.
‘I really loved it, definitely makes my heart sing’.
Shirley, New York, USA.
‘This course is something I have wanted to do for a very long time but under the right instructor
and I really feel Jacqueline has opened up a wonderful opportunity for me into the world of Equine
Shiatsu where my journey is just beginning!’.
Devran, Kent.
‘The venue was excellent – it was inviting and comfortable, the food was superb. The course was
well presented and at a very steady pace. Everything was explained well and the horses were very
patient with us all. I was a little uneasy and sceptical before I came on the course but now I feel
very settled & fulfilled and would like to continue with my studies’.
Kay, Dorset.
‘Very interesting & informative – quite intensive but broken up with plenty of good breaks’.
Roo, Lancashire.
‘I would not have imagined being able to cover as much as we did in the three days, I can’t wait for
more!!’.
Ann Marie, Wolverhampton.
‘Thank you! Brilliant 3 days – you hit the perfect balance and gave so generously throughout, thank
you’.
Sally, London.

‘Very inspirational, great fun, the first step of my journey! was only planning to do Level 1 initially
but am now determined to take it all the way to learning to be a practitioner! Thank you’.
Judith, Staffordshire.
‘A really enjoyable course. Can only thank you Jacqueline for opening a door to an amazing
therapy. I am enjoying it so much. Many thanks and much love’,
Nicola, Staffordshire.
‘Was more than pleased with everything, it was great, accommodation amazing too’.
Angeliki, Portugal.
‘An very interesting programme supported by book and chart. A very enjoyable 3 days, thank you
Jacqueline & Team’.
Jenny, Shropshire.
‘A very enjoyable course, I was surprised to find that I enjoyed working on the human body as well.
Thanks for all your calm, good humour and most of all sharing your skills with us’.
Sue, Mansfield.
‘Thank you for sharing your knowledge with me, so openly and passionately. I have learnt about
touching horses but the whole experience has touched me, your work is amazing and I can’t wait to
spread the word’.
Sally, Yorkshire.
‘A very interesting subject, masses of information given. I’m very much looking forward to
including the advanced techniques and relating it to the theory! Thank you! Xx
Gwyn, Wales.

Anatomy & Physiology for Horses
‘An excellent course. Very interesting and well structured, adapted and added more as we were so
hungry for knowledge’.
Gwyn, Builth Wells, Wales.
‘A great structure and course for learning quite a complex subject’.
Becky, Shropshire.
‘Loved it!’.
Lindsay, Wales.
‘Thorough competent professional and very relevant to every day horse shiatsu professional
practice’.
David, Darby.
‘Very interesting, yet very enjoyable. I liked all the bits; fittening, teeth etc. A lot of material that I
needed’.
Kimberly, Chicago, USA.

Practitioners Day
‘Tremendous insight, full of brilliant ideas and how to avoid pitfalls’.
Sharon, Lincolnshire.
‘A very helpful course giving good and useful ideas of how to market oneself whilst remaining
within the law and respect for others’.

Helga, Nottinghamshire.
‘The course was very helpful and informative, even more so than I anticipated’.
Sue, Sussex.
‘This training will prove very useful, and will help to avoid wasting time & effort on pointless work
towards becoming self employed. It also shed a lot of light on why previous ventures had failed’.
C. Piezehalo, Kent.
‘A great way to realise the things you forgot safety wise or didn’t realise were hazards’.
Becky, Shropshire.

5 Element Theory
‘Wonderful, thank you’.
Simon, Sussex.
‘Excellent course, great teacher, look forward to practicing and coming back again’.
Jeanette, Doncaster.

Tutorial
‘After the one-to-one course I felt more confident and found I did not have as many problems with
the treatment as I thought it gave me a lot of answers and a very big insight into what to ask my
clients to get to the core of their problems ready for a treatment from me thank you’.
Carole, Nantwich.

Visual Observation Day
‘I found the day very helpful in clearing up some unsure points in my mind, and was easier to relate
to the elements – people’s shapes etc. A very good and well worth day’.
Carole, Nantwich.
‘A great chance to put theory into practice!’.
Jane, Sheffield.

Review Day
‘A wonderful chance to discuss any problems, review techniques that can get rusty. A great chance
to watched whilst you are working’.
Becky, Shropshire.
‘Helped a lot to clear up just a few things I was not quite clear on’.
Carole, Nantwich.

Reiki
‘So good to work with someone who is spiritual connected, thank you for an excellent 3 days’.
Caroline, Kent.
‘Thank you for showing me the light’.
Danny, Surrey.
‘Inspirational – I’m ready to make the changes now’.
Pam, Suffolk.

‘A revelation and a steep learning curve – the more you learn the more you don’t know. Learning
and realisations are amazing in this new world’.
Helga, Nottinghamshire.
‘Fantastic course, mind blowing! Accommodation was excellent too’.
Helen, Lancashire.
‘Thank you for teaching me and showing me the next stage of my path and how to walk along it’.
Emily, Staffordshire.
‘Another fantastic & enlightening journey’.
Christine, Kent.
‘One of the most satisfying experiences I’ve ever done. Thank you for all your hard work – I’ve off
loaded a lot of baggage this weekend and learnt so much. I can’t wait to get practising and
continue with further study!!!’.
Malcolm, Glasgow.
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